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Heading Back to Stars Hollow with      

Bitmap Bombardier 

 

Bitmap Bombardier’s new release,    

“Hollow Stars: A Tribute to Rory’s      

Heart” is the perfect study music for       

every sad girl who grew up wanting to        

be a Gilmore. 

I have to admit I had never even        

heard of this band until The Toast       

published a  

feature-turned-world’s-best-Gilmore-Gir

ls-open-comment-thread on this tribute    

album. From what of the band’s catalog       

I’ve listened to so far, this chiptune       

love letter to the magic that is the        

Gilmores is the least experimental     

release Bitmap has put out. 

The four track EP highlights some      

of Rory Gilmore’s most important     

relationships seen in the seven seasons      

of the cult classic TV show. The       

album’s folk-y sensibility may not be      

as upbeat as Lorelai and Rory’s witty       

banter, but is earnestly sweet enough      



 

to keep you going through that final       

paper, soothing your soul when you      

don’t have time to watch just one more        

episode of the Gilmores on Netflix.

The band, a spinoff project by      

Mike and Michele Rosenthal of the      

webcomic “Our New Electrical Morals,”     

claims to be the “not-very-popular     

synth-pop band” of the cartoon’s main      

lady and her robot best friend.  

The Rosenthals’ lyrics perfectly    

meld a trueness to Rory’s teenage      

character and the wisdom that a      

now-older girl would have looking back      

on her relationships in her hometown      

and college life. Tinged with just      

enough nostalgia for those of us who       

grew up on the Gilmores, the music is        

genuine and homemade sounding enough to      

be the DIY project of a real teenage        

girl.  

Three of the four tracks focus on       

the younger Gilmore’s (by the end of       

the show, ex-) boyfriends - Dean, Jess,       

Logan. But the best song on the EP is         

the last, named for Lane Kim, one of        

Rory’s two peer friendships maintained     

through all seven seasons of Gilmore      

Girls. It is the perfect end to a        



 

not-even-15-minutes-long pocket of warm    

fuzzies about the show that got us all        

through our awkward years. 

But I am left wondering - where is        

Lorelai, whose tried and true     

mother-daughter relationship with Rory    

is the entire basis of the series? Or        

even Paris, Rory’s high school     

adversary turned college roommate who     

is one of the strongest and most       

consistent presence in Rory’s life     

during her Yalie years? 

“Where you lead I will follow, but       

let’s stay in Stars Hollow,” sings      

Michele Rosenthal in the last line of       

the album, a shoutout to the show’s       

theme song by Carole King. 

Please, let those rumors of a      

Gilmore movie be true. 


